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Absolute Title’s Matthew Neuman Honored with 2022 Business Excellence Award 

Bedford, N.H. (October 11, 2022) – Matthew Neuman, managing member of Absolute Title, 
was recently awarded the 2022 Business Excellence Award in the Financial Services category for 
small organizations from NH Business Review. The annual Business Excellence awards recognize 
the imagination, industriousness, innovation and achievements of New Hampshire business 
people. 

Neuman will be honored at the annual Business Excellence Awards ceremony on Thursday, 
October 13, 2022, at the Grappone Conference Center in Concord. This year marks the 
20th anniversary of the awards program. 

Neuman was recognized for his industriousness and his innovative approaches to the home 
buying process. Neuman and his team have always prided themselves in providing superior 
customer service as they help buyers navigate through one of the largest purchases of their 
lifetimes. Neuman recently unveiled two industry innovations that have made the homebuying 
process more convenient for the buyer, his patented software platform AbsolutePay and his 
fleet of mobile closing vehicles. AbsolutePay allows buyers to safely, electronically transfer their 
funds from the bank to the closing table, without the need to acquire a bank check or wire 
transfer, pay the associated feed, or needlessly travel. The platform launched in 2018 but the 
full scale of its utility was realized during the pandemic when banks operated via appointment-
only, or closed entirely. In the final days of September 2022, the platform surpassed $200 
million in funds processed. In addition to having three brick and mortar offices throughout the 
state, Absolute Title also maintains a fleet of two mobile closing vehicles (MCVs) and the Mobile 
Closing Command Center that allow the company to conduct closings in parking lots and 
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driveways, by a lake or on top of a mountain – essentially anywhere in New Hampshire, Maine 
and Massachusetts. The mobile closing vehicles, cargo vans that have been equipped with a 
signing desk and stools, and the command center, a renovated RV, have eliminated the need 
for buyers to travel in order to complete their home purchase.  

“I am deeply honored to be recognized by New Hampshire Business Review with this award,” 
said Neuman. “I am grateful to the dedication of our employees and long-standing support of 
our clients and partners. My team and I are constantly looking for ways to revolutionize the title 
industry, and this award is a testament to our recent innovations to make the closing process 
more convenient and secure.” 

 

Caption: Matthew Neuman, managing member of Absolute Title, was recently awarded the 
2022 Business Excellence Award in the Financial Services category for small organizations from 
NH Business Review. 

About Absolute Title  
Since 2005, Absolute Title has taken great pride in providing residents of New Hampshire, 
Massachusetts, and Maine with award-winning title and settlement-related services. An attorney owned 
company, Absolute Title is committed to offering quality service and advice to first time home buyers, 
borrowers in the process of refinancing, realtors, lenders, or builders vested in a real estate transaction. 
Absolute Title will identify and remedy any outstanding title issues prior to settlement and streamline 
the closing process. Buying a home is one of life’s most exciting milestones, and the team at Absolute 
Title guides clients through the entire closing process. For more information, please visit 
www.absolutetitle.com.  
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